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Large dielectric constant and Maxwell-Wagner relaxation in Bi2/3Cu3Ti4O12
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3Department of Chemistry, University of Nebraska, Omaha, Nebraska 68182-0109, USA

(Received 5 November 2003; revised manuscript received 9 June 2004; published 12 October 2004)

We studied frequency and temperature dependences of impedance, electric modulus, and dielectric permit-
tivity of Bi 2/3Cu3Ti4O12 in the ranges of 10−1–106 Hz and −150–200 °C, respectively. We first observed two
electrical responses in the impedance and modulus formalisms. Then we detected a Debye-like relaxation in
the permittivity formalism. Most interestingly, we found that the large dielectric constant of Bi2/3Cu3Ti4O12 is
independent of the temperature and frequency below 150°C. The results are interpreted in terms of a two-layer
model with conducting grains partitioned from each other by poorly conducting grain boundaries. Using this
model, we attributed the two electrical responses in impedance and modulus formalisms to the grain and
grain-boundary effects, respectively, while the detected Debye-like relaxation and large dielectric constant
were well explained in terms of Maxwell-Wagner relaxation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.70.144106 PACS number(s): 77.22.Ch, 72.80.Sk

I. INTRODUCTION

Since CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) was found to have a giant
dielectric constant,1,2 it has attracted much attention, not only
because of the numerous potential technological applications
of the materials with such properties, but also because of the
origin of the giant dielectric constant. CCTO has a body-
centered cubic perovskite-related structure. It shows an ex-
tremely high value(up to 105) for the permittivity«8 at room
temperature in the frequency range between dc and 106 Hz.
Furthermore, it was found that the permittivity is practically
independent of temperature between 100 and 600 K. Usually
large dielectric constants in perovskite materials are related
to the atomic displacements within a noncentrosymmetrical
structure, but the cubic structure of CCTO is stable down to
35 K. Thus this gives rise to a question: what is the mecha-
nism of the giant dielectric constant?

Since structural1 and spectroscopic investigations3–5 have
ruled out any anomalies in crystal structure and lattice vibra-
tions, most explanations involve extrinsic mechanisms, e.g.,
Subramanianet al.suggested that the high dielectric constant
could be due to creation of barrier layer capacitances, pre-
sumably at twin boundaries;1 impedance measurement
showed that CCTO ceramic was a single-step internal barrier
layer capacitor where insulating grain boundaries partition
the semiconducting grains;6 Lunkenheimeret al. suggested
that the colossal dielectric constant might be due to a
Maxwell-Wagner-type contribution of depletion layers at the
interface between sample and contacts or at grain
boundaries;7 Cohenet al. proposed that the giant dielectric
constant might arise from spatial inhomogeneity of local di-
electric response.8 In addition, the extrinsic explanation was
further supported by a recent experimental measurement9

that the intrinsic dielectric constant of a perfect CCTO
single-crystal film is only about 100, which is much smaller
than the giant value observed in polycrystalline samples.
However, none of the above mentioned proposals is widely
accepted, and the nature of the extrinsic mechanism remains
unsettled.

Recently, other materials with giant dielectric constants
were also reported, for example, Li or Ti Doped NiO,10

AFe1/2B1/2O3 (A=Ba,Sr,Ca;B=Na,Ta,Sb),11 LaMnO3,
7 and

SrNbO3.41.
7 The interesting feature is that all these giant di-

electric constant materials have similar dielectric behavior to
CCTO, i.e., they all exhibit a Debye-like relaxation and their
dielectric constants are nearly independent of frequency and
temperature well below the relaxation frequency.

We also noticed that similar dielectric behavior was re-
ported as early as in 1973 for yttrium iron garnet.12 It was
found to have a Debye-like relaxation, and its low-frequency
dielectric constant was as high as 4000, and independent of
temperature and frequency in the range of 274–363 K and
10−2–102 Hz. Larsenet al. interpreted the experimental re-
sults successfully by using Maxwell-Wagner relaxation,13,14

which generally refers to interfacial polarization occurring in
electrically inhomogeneous systems. When an electric cur-
rent passes through interfaces between two different dielec-
tric media, because of their different conductivities, surface
charges pile up at the interfaces, and give rise to a Debye-
like relaxation process under an external alternating voltage.
This effect could be conveniently described by an equivalent
circuit and has been widely used to account for dielectric
relaxations in many heterogeneous materials.7,11,15

Subramanianet al. summarized 62 compounds with the
CCTO structure in the ACu3M4O12 system.16 They found
more than ten compounds have dielectric constants larger
than 1000 at room temperature. However, they did not study
the temperature and frequency dependence of the dielectric
behavior. Their investigations pose the following questions:
Why do the compounds in this system tend to have much
larger dielectric constants than one expects based on the di-
electric polarizabilities of their constituent atoms? Do they
have similar temperature and frequency dependences in their
dielectric behavior as CCTO? Do all the large dielectric con-
stants result from a common mechanism? Since there are
tremendous technical demands for large dielectric constant
materials, it is interesting to investigate systematically the
dielectric properties of compounds in the ACu3M4O12 sys-
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tem, which certainly will shed light on the origin of giant
dielectric constant in CCTO.

We have studied the impedance, electric modulus, and
permittivity of several compounds in the ACu3M4O12 sys-
tem. Preliminary results show that all the samples investi-
gated display similar dielectric properties, namely, large di-
electric constants independent of frequency and temperature
in a wide range, but they differ in detail in their impedance
and electric modulus spectra. In this work we report results
on the compound Bi2/3Cu3Ti4O12 (BCTO) due to the fact that
it can be clearly interpreted by the Maxwell-Wagner model.
The results of other compounds require detailed analysis and
will be reported later.

BCTO crystallizes as cubic perovskite-related structure as
shown in Fig. 1 with space groupIm3 and lattice constant
a=7.413 Å.1,16 In this structure, the Bi sites are 1/3 vacant
in order to achieve charge neutrality. This might affect the
dielectric behavior, rendering the study of this sample more
interesting. The dielectric constant of BCTO was reported to
be 1871 at 25 °C and 105 Hz.1 Although it is not as high as
that of CCTO, it is still much larger than ordinary dielectrics.

In Sec. II of this article, we briefly describe the experi-
mental method. In Sec. III, we first report the experimental
results on the impedance and electric modulus spectra which
reveal the existence of electrical inhomogeneity in BCTO
ceramic sample, then, we explain the dielectric permittivity
spectra in terms of the Maxwell-Wagner model. Finally, we
present the conclusion in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

Polycrystalline samples of BCTO were prepared by solid-
state reaction. The starting materials Bi2O3, CuO, and TiO2
were dried before being weighed and mixed thoroughly in an
agate mortar. The mixture was calcined in air at
950–1000 °C for 20 h with intermediate grinding. The final
sample was ground into powder, checked by x-ray diffrac-
tion, and pressed into disks of 10 mm diameter/0.5 mm
thickness. The disks were sintered at 1100 °C for 10 h.

Scanning electron microscopy(SEM) (Model: JEOL
JSM840A) performed at 10 kV was used to determine the
grain size in an as-prepared pellet. Surfaces of the pellet
were gold coated prior to the SEM examination. The micro-
structure of BCTO pellet is presented in Fig. 2, which shows
that grain sizes are in the range of 2–4mm.

Complex impedance was measured using a NOVOCON-
TROL alpha high resolution dielectric analyzer(Alpha-S) in
the temperature range −150–200 °C and the frequency
range 10−1–106 Hz. Silver paint was used on the polished
surfaces as electrodes.

The complex impedanceZ* of the sample was obtained in
the usual way, i.e.,Z* =V* / I* , whereV* andI* are the applied
voltage and the resulting current, respectively. Then the com-
plex electric modulusM* and complex permittivity«* were
calculated as follows:

M* = M8 + iM 9 = ivC0Z
* , s1d

«* = «8 − i«9 =
1

ivC0Z
* , s2d

where v is the angular frequencyv=2pf and i =Î−1. C0
=«0S/d is the empty cell capacitance, whereS is the sample
area andd the sample thickness.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Impedance formalism

In Fig. 3 we present the frequency dependence of the
imaginary partsZ9d of the impedanceZ* =Z8− iZ9 at different
temperatures. We observe at −150 °C a weak peak at about
105 Hz, shifting to higher frequencies with decreased inten-
sity as the temperature increases. At −70 °C it moves out of
the frequency range of our experiment. When the tempera-
ture is increased above 0 °C, another strong peak appears in
the measured frequency range as shown in Fig. 3(b), which
also moves to higher frequencies with a fall in intensity as
the temperature increases. This implies both electrical re-
sponses are thermal activated.

The complex impedance plane plots(Z9 vs Z8) are given
in Fig. 4. Usually a conduction process results in a semicir-
cular arc in a linear complex plane plot. The log-log presen-
tation in Fig. 4 enables us to compare two responses with

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of BCTO, in which 1/3 Bi sites are
vacant. The Ti atoms sit at the center of the TiO6 octahedra.

FIG. 2. SEM image of microstructure for BCTO pellet.
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vastly different impedances in one plot. Although the semi-
circular arcs are distorted, logarithmic plot still offers signifi-
cant advantages in several respects which have been dis-
cussed by Jonscher.17 In Fig. 4, we observe that below
−100 °C the plots consist of segments of a small arc and a
big arc. This can be seen more clearly in the insert, which is
a linearZ9 vs Z8 plot at −150 °C. The ratio of the diameters
of the two arcs exceeds 105 at −150 °C, which indicates that
the resistance associated with the big arc is much larger than
that of the small arc. Both arcs shift from right to left with
reduced diameters as the temperature increases due to the
associated decreases of the impedances. Similar phenomena
were observed in CCTO.6

To analyze the impedance spectra, data usually are mod-
eled by an ideal equivalent circuit consisting of a resistorR
and a capacitorC. Because polycrystalline materials gener-
ally show intergranular or grain-boundary impedances, they
can be represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.
5.18,19 The circuit consists of a series array of two subcir-
cuits, one represents grain effects and the other represents
grain boundaries. Each subcircuit is composed of a resistor
and capacitor joined in parallel. Let(Rg, Rgb) and (Cg, Cgb)
be the resistances and capacitances of grains and grain
boundaries, respectively, then the impedanceZ* for the
equivalent circuit in Fig. 5 is18

Z* =
1

Rg
−1 + ivCg

+
1

Rgb
−1 + ivCgb

= Z8 − iZ9, s3d

where

Z8 =
Rg

1 + svRgCgd2 +
Rgb

1 + svRgbCgbd2 s4d

and

Z9 = RgF vRgCg

1 + svRgCgd2G + RgbF vRgbCgb

1 + svRgbCgbd2G . s5d

Based on Eq.(5), the response peaks of the grains and grain
boundaries are located at 1/s2pRgCgd and 1/s2pRgbCgbd, re-
spectively, and the peak values are proportional to associated
resistances. In general, the peak frequency for grain bound-
aries is much lower than that for grains due to their large
resistance and capacitance compared with those of grains.6

Therefore, in the impedance spectra, we attribute the higher
frequency response, which corresponds to the small arc in
Fig. 4, to the grains, and the lower one to the grain bound-
aries. Comparing the peak values of the two responses, we
estimate that below 0°C the resistance of grain boundaries is
at least 105 times larger than that of grains, i.e.,Rgb@Rg.

As shown in Fig. 3, response peaks from the grains are
too weak to be analyzed by using Eq.(5). Above 0°C, the
strong peaks from grain boundaries move into the measured
frequency range, while the grain peaks have already moved
out. Hence we can fit theZ9 to a singleRgbCgb parallel cir-
cuit. For an idealRgbCgb parallel circuit, the electrical re-
sponse is of the Debye-type,

Z* =
Rgb

1 + ivRgbCgb
. s6d

However, we found thatZ9 is better described by using the
Cole-Cole equation,20 which is commonly used for polycrys-
talline samples,19

Z* =
Rgb

1 + sivtgb
z da

, s7d

wheretgb
z =RgbCgb and the parametersa, 0,aø1, is used

to measure the departure from the ideal Debye response. This
implies that the response from the grain boundaries is not of
the ideal Debye type. In other words, the grain boundaries
cannot be described by ideal RC elements. The fitted values
of a at different temperatures are in the range of 0.80–0.86
and increase with increasing temperature.

By fitting the experimental data to Eq.(7), we obtained
the resistanceRgb and the response timetgb

z =RgbCgb at dif-
ferent temperature.Rgb decreases from 1.33108 V at 20 °C

FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of imaginary partsZ9d of imped-
anceZ* at different temperatures.

FIG. 4. Log-log complex impedance plane plot(Z9 vs Z8) at
different temperatures.

FIG. 5. Equivalent circuit used to represent the electrical prop-
erties of grain and grain-boundary effects.
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to 5.43103 V at 180 °C, meanwhile,tgb
z reduces from 1.2 s

to 3.8310−5 s. We found bothRgb and tgb
z follow the

Arrhenius law

t = t0e
sE/kBTd, s8d

wheret0 is the prefactor,E denotes the activation energy for
the response,kB is Boltzman constant, andT is absolute tem-
perature. In Fig. 6 we plot the lntgb

z and lnRgb vs 1/T, in
which the solid lines are the fitted results using Eq.(8). From
the slopes of the fitted straight lines we obtain an activation
energy of 0.73 eV fortgb

z and that of 0.72 eV forRgb. Two
nearly equal activation energies reveal that the resistance and
response time decrease at a similar rate, which implies the
capacitanceCgb has a rather weak temperature dependence.
Compared to our results, the activation energy of CCTO
grain boundaries was reported to be 0.60 eV.6

B. Electric modulus formalism

As shown in Sec. III A, the peak intensities inZ9 arising
from the grains are very weak due to the small resistance of
grains relative to that of grain boundaries. However, we shall
see in the following that the grain effects will be magnified
in the electric modulus formalismsM* =M8+ iM 9d, rendering
them easier to be analyzed. TheM* representation was origi-
nally introduced by Macedoet al. to study space-charge re-
laxation phenomena.21 It is now often used together with the
impedance and permittivity formalisms to separate grain and
grain-boundary effects and/or to distinguish the microscopic
processes responsible for localized dielectric relaxations and
long-range conductions.22 We have applied this technique to
the investigations of Bi2Ti4O11, and observed several inter-
esting features in relaxation and conducting processes.23

Based on Eqs.(1) and (3) the electric modulusM* =M8
+ iM 9 of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 5 is18

M8 =
C0

Cg
F svRgCgd2

1 + svRgCgd2G +
C0

Cgb
F svRgbCgbd2

1 + svRgbCgbd2G s9d

and

M9 =
C0

Cg
F vRgCg

1 + svRgCgd2G +
C0

Cgb
F vRgbCgb

1 + svRgbCgbd2G .

s10d

From Eq.(10), we can easily see that the response peaks of
the grains and grain boundaries inM9 also occur at frequen-
cies 1/s2pRgCg) and 1/s2pRgbCgbd, respectively. Since peak
values are proportional to the reciprocals of the associated
capacitances, the smaller capacitance should dominate in the
electric modulus plots. The grains usually have smaller ca-
pacitance than the grain boundaries, thus their response
peaks show up stronger in the modulus spectra.

In Fig. 7, we show the frequency dependence ofM9 at
different temperatures. As in the impedance formalism, the
response frequencies of grains and grain boundaries almost
fall into two different frequency ranges. Strong grain peaks
occur below −90 °C[Fig. 7(a)], whereas, those from grain
boundaries emerge above 0 °C[Fig. 7(b)]. All the peaks
shift to higher frequencies with increasing temperature. In
addition, the peak values ofM9 depend only slightly on tem-
perature, which implies that capacitances of grains and grain
boundaries only weakly depend on temperature. Further-
more, the intensities of the grain peaks are nearly ten times
greater than those from grain boundaries. This indicates that
the grain capacitance is roughly ten times smaller than that
of the grain boundaries. Since the grains and grain bound-
aries are not really ideal RC elements, as we found in the
impedance spectra, we observe that the shapes of theM9
peaks are broader than Debye peak. This broadening of the
response might be due to an inherently nonexponential pro-
cess, such as correlation between diffusive motion of the
ions, or nonuniformities in the material microstructure, lead-
ing in turn to a spatial distribution of local conductivities and
electrical response times.24

In Fig. 8 we show the complex plane plotM9 vs M8 at
−150, 10, and 50 °C. We observed a big semicircle at
−150 °C which originates from the grain effect. At this tem-
perature, the response of grain boundaries is still out of the
measured frequency range. When the temperature is in-
creased to 50 °C, the grain peaks has moved out of, while
the grain-boundary peak has completely entered the mea-

FIG. 6. Arrhenius plot of resistanceRgb and relaxation timetgb
z

of grain boundaries from impedance spectra.
FIG. 7. Frequency dependence of imaginary partsM9d of elec-

tric modulusM* at different temperatures.
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sured frequency range and forms a small semicircle as indi-
cated by the arrow in Fig. 8. The different capacitances of
grains and grain boundaries give rise to arcs of different
diameters in the plot. Between −150 °C and 50 °C, the plots
consist of segments of the big and small arcs such as the one
shown in the insert in Fig. 8.

In the M9 vs f plot, the electrical response peak reaches
its maximum when the condition 2pfmaxt=1 is fulfilled.
Based on this condition, we derived the most probable con-
ductivity relaxation timestg

m and tgb
m for grains and grain

boundaries, respectively, from the peak frequenciesfmax.
Figure 9 presents their dependences on reciprocal tempera-
ture, and shows thattg

m and tgb
m also closely follow the

Arrhenius law [Eq. (8)]. From the slopes of fitted straight
lines, we obtain the activation energy for grains is 0.092 eV
and that for grain boundaries is 0.73 eV, which is consistent
with the value 0.73 eV obtained in the impedance formalism.
The grain activation energy 0.092 eV of our sample is close
to 0.08 eV of CCTO grains.6

C. Permittivity formalism

After studying the impedanceZ* and modulusM* of our
sample, we proceed to the complex permittivity«* =«8− i«9,
which was obtained from the impedance spectra by using
Eq. (2).

In Fig. 10, we presented the frequency dependence of«8
and«9 of BCTO at different temperatures.«9 clearly shows a
Debye-like relaxation peak shifting to higher frequencies
with increasing temperature. Correspondingly,«8 decreases
from a constant value at low frequency to a small saturated
value at high frequency.

The temperature dependences of the dielectric permittiv-
ity «8 and«9 for different frequencies are shown in Fig. 11.
«8 shows a step increase from about 100 to about 1790 at
fixed frequency as shown in Fig. 11(a). Meanwhile,«9 shows
a peak which shifts to high temperature with increasing fre-
quency. At room temperature and 105 Hz, «8 is about 1750
close to the reported value of 1871.16 We found that the
saturated values of«8 hardly depend on the temperature and
frequency below 150°C. All these dielectric behaviors are
similar to those found in the giant dielectric constant mate-
rials reported before, such as yttrium iron garnet,12 CCTO,1,2

Li or Ti Doped NiO,10 and AFe1/2B1/2O3 sA=Ba,Sr, Ca;B
=Na, Ta, Sbd.11

The frequency dependence of the observed dielectric re-
laxation shown in Fig. 10(b) can be represented by the em-
pirical Cole-Cole relation,20

FIG. 8. Complex electric modulus plane plot(M9 vs M8) at
2150, 10, and 50°C.

FIG. 9. Arrhenius plot of relaxation timestg
m and tgb

m from
electric modulus spectra and dielectric relaxation timet « from per-
mittivity spectra.

FIG. 10. Frequency dependence of permittivity«* at different
temperatures.(a) Real part«8, (b) imaginary part«9.

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of permittivity«* at different
frequencies.(a) Real part«8, (b) imaginary part«9.
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«*svd = «8svd − i«9svd = «` +
«s − «`

1 + sivt «dg , s11d

where«s and«` are the static- and high-frequency limits of
the dielectric constant, respectively,t « is the most probable
relaxation time,g is a constant with values between 0 and 1.
For an ideal Debye relaxationg=1. g,1 implies that the
relaxation has a distribution of relaxation time, leading to a
broader peak shape than Debye peak. The solid curves in
Fig. 10(b) are the fitted results for«9. The fittedg values are
in the range of 0.85–0.9 at different temperatures. The fitted
t« also follows the Arrhenius law in Eq.(8) as shown in Fig.
9 and the activation energy is 0.095 eV, which is close to
that of grainss0.092 eVd obtained from the modulus spectra.

In Secs. III A and III B we have shown that BCTO is
electrically inhomogeneous. It consists of conducting grains
and poorly conducting grain boundaries, which can be de-
scribed by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 5. Therefore, we
continue to use this equivalent circuit to interpret the dielec-
tric results.

We can calculate the permittivity«* of the equivalent cir-
cuit in Fig. 5 by using Eqs.(2) and (3), which can be pre-
sented in the following form:25

«*svd = «8̀ +
«s8 − «8̀

1 + ivt
− i

s8

v
, s12d

where

«8̀ =
1

C0

1

1

Cg
+

1

Cgb

, s13d

«s8 =
Rg

2Cg + Rgb
2 Cgb

C0sRg + Rgbd2 , s14d

s8 =
1

C0sRg + Rgbd
, s15d

t =
RgRgbsCg + Cgbd

Rg + Rgb
, s16d

where«s8,«8̀ are the static- and high-frequency permittivity,
respectively,s8 is ohmic conductivity, andt the time con-
stant.

Equation(12) shows that the equivalent circuit in Fig. 5
gives a relaxation spectrum similar to the Debye relaxation
even without any dipole relaxation. This process is called
Maxwell-Wagner relaxation as we discussed in Sec. I, which
often occurs in the heterogeneous systems in which the com-
ponent dielectrics have different conductivities.25,26 There-
fore, one can assert that a detected Debye-like relaxation
response is not necessarily the result of dipole relaxation in
the system, sometimes, it can be attributed to the heteroge-
neity of the system, for example, grain boundaries and/or the
electrodes applied to the sample. We attribute the observed
peaks in Fig. 10 to Maxwell-Wagner relaxation because the
sample consists of conducting grains and poorly conducting
grain boundaries. The observed relaxation peaks represented

by Eq. (11) are broader than those given by Eq.(12) since
the grains and grain boundaries cannot be represented by
ideal RC elements as discussed in Sec. III A. We shall show
below that the relaxation timet [Eq. (16)] of the Maxwell-
Wagner relaxation is approximately determined by the prod-
uct of the resistance of the grainsRg and the capacitance of
the grain boundariesCgb. Therefore, distributions of grain
size and conductivity or even inhomogeneous conductivity
of the grains may cause a distribution of relaxation timest
and lead to broader relaxation peaks.15

From Secs. III A and III B we learn thatRgb@Rg, and
Cgb<10Cg. Therefore, the effective dielectric permittivity of
the sample at frequencies much lower than the relaxation
frequency 1/s2ptd can be approximated from Eq.(14),

«s8 <
Cgb

C0
, s17d

thus «s8 is determined only by the ratio between the grain-
boundary capacitancesCgb and the vacuum capacitance of
the sampleC0. Hence«s8 is constant whenCgb is temperature
and frequency independent. This result is excellently consis-
tent with our experiment, namely, we observed a constant
dielectric constant in wide temperature and frequency ranges
due to the nearly unchangedCgb.

Moreover, if we assume that grains and grain boundaries
form a two-layer capacitor with thickness(dg+dgb), wheredg
and dgb are the thickness of the grains and the grain-
boundary layers, respectively, from Eq.(17), «s8<«gbsdg

+dgbd /dgb, its «gb is the dielectric constant of the grain-
boundary layer. Therefore, even a small dielectric constant
«gb can lead to a giant effective dielectric constant«s8 if the
ratio sdg+dgbd /dgb is large. For example, if the grain is about
10 mm, the boundary region is about 100 Å, and«gb=10,
then«s8<10000. This might explain the giant dielectric con-
stant of CCTO ceramics. Similar suggestion was made by
Raevskiet al.11 In our sample, the ratiosdg+dgbd /dgb might
not be as large as that in CCTO, so the dielectric constant is
much smaller.

Also, by using the conditionsRgb@Rg and Cgb<10Cg,
we can approximately obtain the time constantt from Eq.
(16),

t < RgCgb. s18d

Since the conduction relaxation times of the grainstg
m

=RgCg follows the Arrhenius law, whileCg is weakly tem-
perature dependent, we deduce thatRg follows the Arrhenius
law, Eq.(8). Let Rg=Rg

0 expsEg/kBTd (Rg
0 is prefactor andEg

the activation energy of the grain conduction process), then
we obtain from Eq.(18)

t < RgCgb < CgbRg
0esEg/kBTd. s19d

Equation(19) shows that the activation energy of the dielec-
tric process approximately equals that of the grain conduc-
tion process. This result is in good agreement with our re-
sults that the grain conduction activation energy of
s0.092 eVd is close to that of the dielectric process
s0.095 eVd.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the temperature and frequency de-
pendences of the impedance, electric modulus, and permit-
tivity spectra of polycrystalline Bi2/3Cu3Ti4O12. We found
that the sample is electrically inhomogeneous because two
conduction processes in the impedance and modulus spectra
were detected. We attributed them to grain and grain-
boundary effects, respectively, and deduced their activation
energies from the Arrhenius law. We also observed that there
is a Debye-like relaxation in the permittivity spectra, and that
the dielectric constant is independent of frequency and tem-
perature below the relaxation frequency. We explained these

experimental results by using Maxwell-Wagner model and
suggested that same model governs the giant dielectric con-
stant in CCTO.1,2
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